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16.1 Introduction

Our modern society has many complex socio-technical domains that involve interdepend-

ent risk and low probability/high cost loss events. Too often, our institutions are not ad-

equate to manage the complexities of this risk, and institutional innovation has been slow

in coming. Can we apply engineering thinking or methods to speed the innovation process,

or perhaps to shape the trajectory of innovation toward more favorable outcomes?

The focus of this chapter is on how the thoughts and actions of actors coevolve when

they are actively engaged in institutional innovation. Specifically: How do innovators take

meaningful action when they are relatively ‘blind’ regarding most feasible or desirable

paths of innovation? Our thesis is that innovators use knowledge artifacts – e.g. dictionar-

†To appear in Social Systems Engineering: The Design of Complexity, edited by Cesar Enrique Garcia Diaz and

Camilo Enrique Olaya Nieto
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ies, taxonomies, conceptual frameworks, formal procedures, digital information systems,

tools, instruments, etc. – as cognitive and social scaffolding to support iterative refine-

ment and development of partially developed ideas. We will use the case of institutional

innovation in cyber security as a way to explore these questions in some detail, including

a computational model of innovation.

16.2 Can Cyber Security and Risk Be Quantified?

Though there is no settled definition for ‘cyber security’, for our purposes we will define it

as the confluence of information security, digital privacy, digital civil rights, digital (trus-

ted) identity, digital (content) rights management, digital information protection, and the

digital aspects of homeland and national security. Given the pervasive and vital role of

information and communication technology (ICT) in modern life, cyber security affects

every organization and government, plus a large and growing proportion of individuals

worldwide.

Cyber security is a vexing problem. Many problematic aspects of cyber security are

sociological, economic, political, and cultural. This has been well known for over a decade,

leading to many policy reports and research funding solicitations that call for research and

innovation in these domains (National Science and Technology Council, 2011; Department

of Homeland Security, 2011). Unfortunately, innovation progress to date has not been

satisfactory.

16.2.1 Schools of Thought

With some oversimplification, we can identify two broad ‘schools of thought’ regarding

institutional innovation in cyber security: 1) the ‘Quants’ who believe that cyber security

and risk can and should be quantified in ways similar to other domains involving socio-

economic-technical risk (Geer et al., 2003); and 2) the ‘Non-quants’ who believe that cy-

ber security and risk either cannot be quantified or that there is no net benefit compared

to alternate methods of guiding or structuring action, decisions, rules, etc. Examples of

non-quantitative methods include checklists, audit questions and procedures, policy and

practice guidelines, and situational professional judgment (Langner & Pederson, 2013).

There is also third school of thought we might call ‘Hybrid’ in that they believe some

degree of quantification can be usefully combined with non-quantitative approaches.
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The degree of difference between these schools of thought vary by what is being quanti-

fied and how that quantification is used in analysis and decision-making. Where they differ

least is in operational security – e.g. the uptime of a network firewall, the false positive

rate for spam filters, etc. Where they differ most is on risk quantification, i.e. can we

measure risk in economic units in a way that will guide investment decisions or serve as

foundation for cyber insurance or other incentive contracts? We will focus our attention on

risk quantification because it makes vivid the contest between these schools of thought.

The quantification of cyber security and risk is an intellectual and social domain where

control and influence is contested by interest groups. Focusing on risk quantification, ex-

amples of interest groups associated with the Quant school include the Society of Inform-

ation Risk Analysts1 and companies2 who specialize in measuring or modeling risk. Ex-

amples of Non-quant interest groups include some security consultants (Langner & Peder-

son, 2013) and most regulators3 . Examples of ‘Hybrid’ interest groups include most large

information security companies, the US National Institute of Standards and Technologies

(NIST) in the Department of Commerce, and ISACA, a professional organization formerly

known as Information Systems Audit and Control Association.

Regarding evidence of innovation success and adoption, the Quants have been strug-

gling for more than a decade. Verendel (2009) presents a comprehensive survey of aca-

demic research up to that time, and finds that quantified cyber security is still a weakly

supported hypothesis. As of 2015, no one can yet say that cyber security risk can be ef-

fectively and efficiently quantified. Even so, there has been some progress in some areas

and growth in the number of people and organizations actively working on new ways to

quantify risk.

The Non-quants have frequently pointed to this lack of success as evidence that quan-

tified risk is impossible in principle (i.e. in the same way that perpetual motion machines

impossible) or, at least, too complicated and expensive to invest in. Additional negative

arguments come from the Financial Crisis of 2008, where sophisticated/complicated risk

models have been widely blamed as one of the aggravating factors. However, the most

frequent and fundamental argument against quantified cyber security risk is based on the

1https://societyinforisk.org/
2e.g. BitSight (http://www.bitsighttech.com), CXOware (http://www.cxoware.com), and Risk I/O (https://www.

risk.io)
3In the US, one example of a Non-quant regulator is the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council

https://www.ffiec.gov/cybersecurity.htm
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complicating factor mentioned above – intelligent, adaptive adversaries. Though taken

from a report on risk analysis for physical security of nuclear weapons complexes and not

cyber security, this quote nicely summarizes the argument against quantified risk in cyber

security, too:

The committee concluded that the solution to balancing cost, security, and operations at

facilities in the nuclear weapons complex is not to assess security risks more quantitat-

ively or more precisely. This is primarily because there is no comprehensive analytical

basis for defining the attack strategies that a malicious, creative, and deliberate adversary

might employ or the probabilities associated with them. [emphasis added] (National Re-

search Council (2011), p 1)

The Quants respond to this negative argument in a variety of ways, including a claim

that lack of progress or complete success over ten years is not sufficient evidence that

it can’t be successful given enough time and effort. To support this claim, references are

made to historical cases of the development and adoption of quantitative methods in similar

domains.

16.3 Social Processes of Innovation in Pre-paradigmatic Fields

Generalizing from the cyber security case, we now turn our attention to social processes

of innovation in nascent fields – those that Thomas Kuhn called ‘pre-paradigmatic’. In

Kuhn’s model of scientific revolutions, an established field of science is characterized by

a ‘paradigm’, which is an “entire constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, and so on

shared by members of a given community” (Kuhn, 1970, p 175). Established paradigms

feature exemplars that serve as ideal models or templates to be emulated by subsequent

research. For example, Newton’s Laws of Motion served as exemplars in Physics until the

early 20th century. In contrast, ‘pre-paradigmatic’ fields are those where there is no es-

tablished, widely accepted paradigms and, therefore, lack of clarity over what constitutes

‘good’ or ‘normal’ scientific research. Without the normative influence of paradigms, the

discourse and debate can be unproductive. Kuhn describes it this way: “the pre-paradigm

period, in particular, is regularly marked by frequent and deep debates over legitimate

methods, problems, and standards of solution, though these serve rather to define schools

[of thought] than to produce agreement” (Kuhn, 1970, pp 47-48). Even though quantified

cyber security and risk is not purely about science or scientific research, we can character-

ize it as being in a ‘pre-paradigmatic’ state of development.
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16.3.1 Epistemic and Ontological Rivalry

Recall that we said that institutional entrepreneurs aim to achieve innovation on purpose,

not just by chance events or through collective processes of change. Furthermore, they

aim to achieve innovation in a particular direction, not just any where. To achieve this,

they need a way of thinking about problems and solutions that enables progress. They also

need to have a model of reality that enables progress. In philosophical language, we can

say that institutional entrepreneurs need both an epistemology and an ontology that are

beneficial and instrumental to their teleological (i.e. goal-driven) approach to innovation.

In pre-paradigmatic fields such as quantified cyber security and risk, the schools of thought

often feature rival or even mutually exclusive epistemologies and ontologies.

In the case of quantified cyber security and risk, the two rivalrous schools of thought—

Quants vs. Non-quants—differ sharply over the ontology of cyber security and risk, i.e.

what is real and what is not real. For example, some Non-quants argue that quantifying

cyber risk is impossible in principle because of the non-reality of hypothetical or coun-

terfactual events: “How is it possible, they say, to quantify what didn’t happen?” (Borg,

2009, p 107). There is considerable disgreement over the ontological status of ‘intangible’

losses such as reputation. Also there is ontological debate carried over from Mathem-

atics and Statistics concerning the reality or non-reality of subjectivist interpretations of

probability. There is even dispute over the methods or possibility of ever resolving these

ontological debates. For example, many Quants are in favor of computer simulations as

tools to explore counterfactual or hypothetical situations, while many Non-quants argue

against the validity of computer simulations as evidence in ontological arguments, given

the intelligent, adaptive, creative, and malicious adversaries.

Likewise, there is sharp disagreement between Quants and Non-quants regarding the

best way to think about cyber security and risk. Quants argue that quantification and

quantitative analysis can be a powerful tool to make better decisions and achieve bet-

ter outcomes, much in the same way that Statistical Process Control and Total Quality

Management has helped revolutionize product and service quality across many industries

from the 1980s to present. Some Non-quants counter with the argument that attempting

to quantify abstract and non-real entities such as ‘risk’ is not only a waste of time and ef-

fort, but that it leads to worse outcomes through “analysis paralysis” or mistaken efforts to

“manage” risk (Langner & Pederson, 2013).
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From the perspective of Sociology of Innovation, we are less concerned with the ul-

timate truth of any of these positions than we are with their functional and instrumental

effects, i.e. are they effective in helping the actors to achieve progress? This leads to

the next topic: what knowledge artifacts do institutional entrepreneurs develop and use in

during the innovation process and how do they promote progress?

16.3.2 Knowledge Artifacts

A knowledge artifact is something created by actors informed by their knowledge and

makes that knowledge useful or productive. A knowledge artifact can be a thing (i.e. a

message, a book, a tool, a design, etc.) or a realizable process (i.e. a training process, a

production process, a communication process, and information processing process, a util-

ization process, etc.). Thus, it is through knowledge artifacts that people create, transform,

and use knowledge for practical aims. This is not meant to reify knowledge. Instead, know-

ledge artifacts can be seen as the tangible, observable instantiations of knowledge, much

like a circle drawn on a sheet of paper is an instantiation of the Platonic idea of ‘circle’.

Boisot (1999) uses a similar term—‘knowledge assets’—which he defines as “knowledge

that yields an appropriable stream of benefits over time” (p 155). However, this definition

presumes that we can point to, instantiate, define or specify the knowledge in question,

which can be problematic. Instead, we prefer to use the term ‘knowledge artifact’ to high-

light knowledge artifacts are products of human intention and effort and that they can be

observed and instantiated, at least in principle. We retain Boisot’s notion of “appropriable

stream of benefits over time” through the emphasis on instrumentality.

Boisot (1995) developed the Information Space (I-Space) framework for characterizing

knowledge and knowledge artifacts along three dimensions: 1) Codification, 2) Abstrac-

tion, and 3) Diffusion. The main purpose of the I-Space framework is to study the trans-

formation of knowledge through life cycles of discovery, learning, and diffusion. Our focus

will be on the first two dimensions. The Codification dimension evaluates knowledge in

terms its degree of compression or abbreviation within some coding scheme such as cat-

egories, taxonomies, variables, conditions, relations, and so on. For any given knowledge,

expressing it in a highly codified will be very compressed and economical. In contrast,

uncodified knowledge may take many more words to express, or may even be only learned

through experience or example (i.e. ‘tacit knowledge’). The Abstraction dimension evalu-

ates knowledge in terms of the inferences you can draw from it, and the degree of general-
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ity regarding inferences, ranging from concrete (highly specific and contextual) to abstract

(highly general and free of context).

16.3.3 Implications of Theory

Before moving to next section, we can summarize the implications of these theories in rela-

tion to our case and also to the general study of institutional innovation in pre-paradigmatic

fields. First, institutional entrepreneurs in rival schools of thought are engaged in a contest

between each other and also with Nature regarding who has the best way to think about

problems and solutions (epistemology) and whose model of reality is most effective (onto-

logy). While this contest plays out in many ways that are mostly or purely social, there is

also a contest in the practical world of realizing inventions and innovation. It is not enough

to talk a good game or convince many others. Eventually, some inventions work and others

do not. Those that work and can be used and understood by the masses will get widely ad-

opted. But institutional entrepreneurs often start in a fog of uncertainty and ignorance, even

if they are guided by some insights, intuitions, role models, or goals. Therefore, they cre-

ate and use knowledge artifacts that have several uses at once. They solve some immediate

problem while providing some foundation or platform for further invention or knowledge

creation/transformation. In this way, knowledge artifacts can serve as cognitive scaffolding

(Lane & Maxfield, 2005) to help the institutional entrepreneurs make progress in the face of

ignorance and uncertainty. We can usefully characterized their knowledge artifacts along

the dimensions of Codification and Abstraction. Boisot’s Social Learning Cycle (SLC)

theory predicts that insights that trigger innovation cycles start out as tacit, hard-to-explain

and concrete/specific. SLC predicts that knowledge artifacts will be developed and unused

in a specific sequence: first they will be increasingly codified (i.e. through formal defini-

tions, taxonomies, measurement systems), and then they will be increasingly generalized

thorough more abstract sign systems, relation systems, and inference systems.

In the case of quantified cyber security and risk, we can position specific knowledge

artifacts in the I-Space. For example, many medium-sized and large companies have a

dedicated information security department and many of these collect and report “security

metrics” to company executives in regularly scheduled reports. Evaluated as artifacts for

knowledge relating to quantified security and risk, most of these reports are low in Codific-

ation because they do not follow any well defined taxonomy for what should be measured

and reported. Also they are relatively low in Abstraction because the rules or logic as to

how the different metrics might be combined or interpreted together is mostly in the form
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of heuristics. Another example of knowledge artifact is the standards issued by the US

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), including the recently published

Cyber Security Framework (CSF). In terms of the I-Space, we can locate the NIST-CSF as

moderate in Codification because it does attempt to define key phenomena and conditions

in cyber security and risk, but in itself it does not attempt to quantify security or risk. It is

moderately low in Abstraction since it mostly points to classes of phenomena and does not

embody any specific theory or knowledge as to how security is achieved or risk reduced

through the implementation of the ‘best practices’. Finally, there are commercial several

software products and services (see footnote 2) that quantify some aspect of cyber security

and risk. In terms of the I-Space we can locate them as high in Codification, certainly much

higher than the NIST-CSF, and moderately high in Abstraction, since they embody formal-

ized knowledge regarding how quantitative inferences are to be drawn from evidence (i.e.

‘ground-truth data’) .

From the point of view of the SLC, we can see that there are (at least) two innovation

and learning cycles at work. The Non-quant learning cycle is represented by the NIST-

CSF, and is explicitly aimed to be a viable stage of refinement, performance improvement,

and usability that can support wide spread diffusion and adoption. The Quant learning

cycle is aiming for a much higher goal in terms of Codification and Abstraction, and thus

wide spread diffusion is not yet happening, or maybe it is just beginning.

In summary, the contest between rival schools of thought in a pre-paradigmatic field

such as cyber security can be viewed as different navigational strategies through I-Space.

The Non-quant school is aiming for a lower region in I-Space (i.e less Codification, less

Abstraction), betting that this will be more feasible and will achieve practical success and

wider adoption, compared to the higher road of the Quants. Conversely, the Quants are

betting that the high road (i.e. more Codification, more Abstraction), though more difficult

to traverse, will ultimately lead to more compelling results – better security, lower risk,

and better use of societies resources. Note that the I-Space framework and SLC theory do

not represent the space of possible inventions because they do not account for the specific

traits, characteristics, or dependencies of each invention. Therefore, I-Space and SLC not

facilitate analysis of how difficult it may be to go from any point ‘A’ to any other point ‘B’

in the space of possible inventions. We address this in a computational model, presented

in the next section.
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16.4 A Computational Model

In this section our goal is to demonstrate how computational simulations can be used to in-

vestigate institutional innovation in contested territories. In the specific case of quantified

cyber security, we don’t yet know who will win: the Quants or the Non-quants. Given the

time span of institutional innovation, we may not know for many years. But, using com-

puter simulation, we can examine a generalized abstract model of innovation and perhaps

learn more about the conditions under which one or the other rival school of thought is

likely to prevail.

To model the phenomena of interest, we need a way to model the space of possible

inventions. We also need a way to model the relative difficulty of achieving each invention,

both with respect to making the final discoveries or solving the final problems, but also to

the inventions that came before (i.e. precursors and dependencies). Finally, we need a way

to model the relative effects of knowledge artifacts as characterized by I-Space.

16.4.1 Base Model

To meet these requirementsin a parsimonious way, we selected the percolation model of in-

novation developed by Silverberg & Verspagen (2005). ‘Percolation’ is the phenomena of

fluid moving or filtering through porous materials. Percolation modeling originates in the

fields of Physics, Chemistry and Materials Science, and has been abstracted in Mathemat-

ics as Percolation Theory. In the model of Silverberg & Verspagen (2005) (S&V 2005), the

‘porous material’ is taken to represent the space of possible inventions, the ‘fluid’ is taken

to represent the advancing front of innovation (‘best practice frontier’) in that space, and

the local dynamics of percolation are taken to represent the local dynamics of innovation.

We adopt the S&V’s term ‘technology’ to mean any solution, method, process, procedure,

tool, or machine, and also there term ‘R&D’ to mean inventive activity, whether formal

or informal. S&V use the term ‘firms’ but we prefer the more general and abstract term

‘agents’ to refer to localized bundles of inventive activity, be it a person, a team of people,

a firm, or some mixture.

All possible technologies exist within a discrete two dimensional lattice (i.e. grid, see

Figure 16.1). A 2D lattice is chosen for simplicity, but also Silverberg & Verspagen (2005)

say that they believe their main results will hold for more general topologies. Each cell

in the lattice has horizontal neighbors that are very similar and interrelated, and vertical

neighbors that are slightly more or less sophisticated. Overall, the neighborhood structure
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reflects technological interrelatedness. Considering the horizontal dimension, each column

represents a ‘technology type’, all sorted to the most similar types are next to each other.

Considering the vertical dimension, each row represents a degree of sophistication, from

the minimal ‘baseline’ at the bottom, rising monotonically without bound in principle,

but limited to a maximum size to fit constraints of computer processing. The lattice is

connected with a periodic boundary the horizontal dimension so that it has a cylindrical

topology. This allows every technology type (column) to have exactly two neighbors and

eliminates horizontal boundary effects in the model.

Figure 16.1 The 2D lattice of ‘technologies’ in our percolation model of innovation after 1,200

simulation steps. One region in the lattice around the best-practice frontier (BPF) is magnified. See

Figure 16.2 for details. Color code: black = impossible, white = possible; but not yet discovered;

grey = possible, but not reachable; yellow = discovered but not yet viable; pink = discovered and

viable; green = discovered, viable, and on best-practice frontier (BPF). Green cells are the loci of

R&D. (NetLogo screen shot)

Formally, we define a lattice A with h columns and periodic boundary in the horizontal

dimension (i.e. cylinder topology), v rows, and h × v = N cells indexed by i and j,

0 < i < h and 0 < i < v. Parameters h > 0, v > 0 are set by the experimenter to

be large enough so that the boundaries of the lattice do not influence the results involving

rates of innovation and distribution of sizes of innovation. Each lattice cell ai,j can be in
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Figure 16.2 Detailed view of the magnified region from Figure 16.1. The technologies (cells)

outside of the search radius of the focal technology have had their colors muted to shades of blue in

this figure for visual clarity. (NetLogo screen shot)

one of four states: 0 = impossible (black); 1 = possible but not yet discovered (white); 2

= discovered but not yet viable (yellow); and 3 = discovered and viable (pink or green).

Through R&D activity of agents, some cells near the baseline are discovered and therefore

move from state 1 to state 2. These newly discovered cells become the ‘adjacent possible’

(Kauffman, 1996) meaning they are the next candidates for becoming viable technologies

(state 3). Any discovered cell (state 2) becomes viable (state 3) when there is a contiguous

Manhattan path from it to the baseline. Sites initialized as impossible (state 0) can never

be converted into any other state.

The probability that any cell will be initialized in state = 1 (possible) rather than state

= 0 (impossible) is given by parameter p. If all paths from a given possible cell to the

baseline are blocked by impossible cells, then we say that these cells are not accessible.

There is a critical value for p ≈ 0.6. Much above 0.6 and nearly every possible cell

becomes accessible. Much below 0.6 and nearly every possible cell is not accessible.

When 0.6 ≤ p ≤ 0.65, each random realization produces a different complex pattern of

accessibility. For all of our simulation runs, we set p = 0.62.

All R&D activity is carried out by one agent per technology type (column) that moves

vertically as the BPF advances upward. All R&D takes place within the search radius

around the technologies (cells) at the BPF (Figure 16.2). R&D activity consists of each

agent expending a budgeted amount of effort to ‘discover’ cells that were previously ‘un-

discovered’ within their search radius. This is realized through probability of discovery

that is a the search effort e divided by the size of the search area. (In our simulation runs,
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e = 0.5 and radius = 4, which yields a search area of 40 technologies (cells) and a prob-

ability of discovery of 0.0125 per R&D attempt.) Thus, in the base model of S&V 2005,

an ‘ R&D attempt’ is realized as a random draw from (0, 1), and if this is less than the

probability of discovery, the technology is ‘discovered’. The ‘size’ of any innovation is the

number of rows between the newly-discovered technology and the previous best-practice

frontier (BPF) technology in that column. In other words, large innovations make a big

‘leap’ in the vertical dimension, while small innovations might only move up one cell.

16.4.2 Extensions

We made several extensions to the base model to simulate the effects4 of knowledge ar-

tifacts and learning. The effect of knowledge artifacts is to improve the effectiveness of

R&D, but only if the knowledge appropriately matches the domain, i.e. effectiveness is

proportional to their fidelity relative to the Nature and also relative to the social and tech-

nical context of innovation.

In our extension, there is only one knowledge artifact available to all agents with para-

meters set at initialization time corresponding to their characteristics in I-Space: Codific-

ation c ∈ (0 . . . 5) and Abstraction a ∈ (0 . . . 5). For simplicity, these parameters take

integer values. We model the effects of knowledge artifacts by through a sub-model of the

R&D activity: a random draw from multiple balls-in-urns instead of the uniform random

number draw in the base model. Each undiscovered technology (cell) starts the simulation

with a large but finite number of ‘balls’ (N = 1, 000), which are possible solutions that are

either ‘successful’ (13 balls) or ‘unsuccessful’ (987 balls). These balls are distributed in a

number of urn determined by the Codification parameter c. If c = 0, then all the balls are

in a single urn, and this is equivalent of blind ‘trial and error’ search. If c = 5 (maximum

value), then the balls are allocated to 32 urns, with all the ‘successful’ balls in one urn

(13 out of 32 balls in that ‘lucky urn’). The effects of Abstraction is that it increases the

probability that the agent will select the ‘lucky urn’. If the agent is aided by a high fidelity

knowledge artifact with high abstraction, then they will most likely select the ‘lucky’ urn

containing all the ‘successful’ balls. But if either the Fidelity parameter f ∈ (0 . . . 1) is

zero or Abstraction a = 0, then the agent will be choosing among the 32 urns with uniform

probability, which again is equivalent to blind ‘trial and error’ search. While both c and a

4For simplicity, we are only simulating the effects of knowledge artifacts with different I-Space characteristics

rather than the specific contents or traits of the knowledge artifacts themselves.
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are fixed for the duration of a simulation run, f can change if the Learning rate parameter

l ∈ (−1 . . . 1) is not zero. If l > 0, then Fidelity f increases during the run as a function

of the height of the BPF, and conversely if l < 0, then Fidelity f decreases during the

run as a function of the height of the BPF. This allows us to simulate scenarios where a

knowledge artifact is initially appropriate and effective in guiding innovation but decreases

in appropriateness and effectiveness as technologies get more advanced/sophisticated.

16.4.3 Experiment

We design three experimental treatments that, in an abstract way, represent the different

schools of thought (Quant vs. Non-quant) and the differences in the knowledge artifacts

they are attempting to create and use. Recall that the Non-quants are building and using

knowledge artifacts with less Codification and less Abstraction, believing that this will be

more feasible and will achieve practical success soon and therefore wide adoption soon,

too. Conversely, the Quants are developing and using knowledge artifacts with higher

Codification and higher Abstraction will be more successful to promote innovation, though

progress may be more difficult to achieve initially. We do not know whether the Quants will

learn rapidly or slowly (i.e. adapt and refine their knowledge artifacts), and therefore we

will define separate experimental treatments for each scenario. We add “control” treatment

with no knowledge artifact. resulting in four treatments total:

1. Trial-and-error with no knowledge artifact

2. Non-quant with initial knowledge artifact parameters: Codification = 2, Abstraction

= 2, Fidelity = 1.0, and Learning Rate = 0.0

3. Quant – slow learning with initial knowledge artifact parameters: Codification = 4,

Abstraction = 4, Fidelity = 0.2, and Learning Rate = 0.2

4. Quant – fast learning with initial knowledge artifact parameters: Codification = 4,

Abstraction = 4, Fidelity = 0.0, and Learning Rate = 1.0

Figure 16.3 shows a single run and series of screen shots at different time steps, along

with a time series chart of the innovation rate (i.e. change in BPF per time step).

Figure 16.4 compares two experimental treatments on the same initial lattice configur-

ation.
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Figure 16.3 A single run at different time steps, with a time series chart showing Innovation Rate

for Mean BPF and Upper BPF (mean + standard deviation). (NetLogo screen shots)

Figure 16.4 Screen shots of two treatments tested on the same lattice configuration: a) Quant–slow

learning vs. b) Quant–fast learning. In b), the Innovation Rate increases as Fidelity increases due to

learning. Therefore, even though it started out slower, the Quant–fast learning treatment wins this

innovation race. (NetLogo screen shot)
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Each of the four experimental treatments were tested with the same random initial lat-

tices, ten in total, with twenty runs for each lattice condition using different random seeds

for each run. Each run ended when the best-practice frontier (BPF) reached the highest

row in the lattice. Figures 16.5 and 16.6 show violin plots for the experiment results for

two dependent variables: 1) Innovation Rate at the end of the run and 2) Time to Complete

a run (i.e. the BPF reaches the top of the lattice).
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Figure 16.5 Violin plot of Innovation Rates at the end of each run. Experiment results for four

treatments, each tested with 10 random lattice initial conditions, 20 runs per lattice condition.

Even without statistical hypothesis testing, we can make several inferences from the

results shown in Figures 16.5 and 16.6. As we might expect, the “control” treatment of

Trial-and-error R&D had the lowest innovation rate at the end of each run and the slowest

time to complete a run (i.e. the BPF reaches the top row in the lattice). Notice that the

distribution of Time to Complete for Trial-and-error is not symmetrical; instead it is skewed

with some runs taking much longer than average. In comparison, the distributions for the

other treatments are much less skewed and more symmetrical. From this we can infer

that blind Trial-and-error R&D is more prone to getting ‘stuck’ on difficult landscapes,

compared to the other treatments that have the benefit of knowledge artifacts to improve

their success rate.

The second result is that the Non-quant treatment is noticeably better than Trial-and-

error, both in Innovation Rate and Time to Complete, but not by a large margin. Thus,
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Figure 16.6 Violin plot of Time to Complete each run. Experiment results for four treatments,

each tested with 10 random lattice initial conditions, 20 runs per lattice condition.

even though the Fidelity = 1.0 (i.e. the knowledge artifact was an ideal match to Nature),

the relatively low Codification and Abstraction characteristics provide only modest im-

provement in innovation rates.

The third result is that the relative success of the Quant approach depends critically on

the learning rate. With ‘slow learning’ (initial Fidelity = 0.2, Learning Rate = 0.2), the

Quant innovation results are only slightly better than the Non-quant results, both in final

Innovation Rate and in Time to Complete. However, with ‘fast learning’ (initial Fidelity =

0, Learning Rate = 1.0) the Quant treatment wins the race by a wide margin, both in final

Innovation Rate and in Time to Complete.

16.5 Discussion

The computational model and experiment results presented above can yield insights that

complement other methods, including qualitative sociological analysis or a logical evalu-

ation of the pros and cons of each school of thought. If we frame the contest between the

Quant and Non-quant schools as an innovation race (perhaps on a slippery surface) then

we might draw an analogy to the parable of the Tortoise and the Hare. The Non-quants

are adopting a Tortoise strategy toward knowledge – slow and steady – mostly because

they believe that no more aggressive strategy is feasible given the state of Nature. The
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Quants are adopting a Hare strategy toward knowledge – start very slow and then rapidly

accelerating to the finish – mostly because they believe that this will ultimately achieve

cyber security outcomes that are much better than less ambitious methods. Though quite

abstract and stylized, controlled experiments with our computational model have allowed

us to explore the circumstances where either school will win the innovation race, if any.

The experiment results show that the likelihood of the Quant school winning is critically

dependent on the learning rate, i.e. the rate of improvement in how well its knowledge

artifacts fit Nature and are therefore effective in facilitating innovation success. If the

learning rate is slow, then even if the Quant school achieves slightly higher innovation

rates, the Non-quant school might still win the race due to substantial social advantages. It

appears that viability Quant school can only be assured if it achieves a high learning rate

and becomes demonstrably effective at achieving innovation.

Therefore, it is imperative that institutional entrepreneurs within the Quant school should

adopt practices that accelerate learning regarding their knowledge artifacts. While this ad-

vice could apply to any professional community, the risky approach of the Quant school

means they have more to gain and more to lose, compared to the more conservative ap-

proach of the Non-quant school.

Our computational model is both abstract and simplified. Therefore it excludes many

important factors and dynamics that might ultimately decide who wins, or if there is a win-

ner at all. In a more complete analysis, we would like to assess the scientific merit of each

of the schools of thought, i.e. their explanatory coherence (Thagard, 1992). We would also

want to analyze social dynamics such as legitimization (Nicholls, 2010), power struggles

(Aronowitz, 1988), rivalry over discourse frames (Werner & Cornelissen, 2014; Torgersen

& Schmidt, 2013; Hoffman & Ventresca, 1999), and structuration (Giddens, 1984). Fi-

nally, it would be important to analyze the institutional structure of R&D associated with

each school of thought.

This holistic analysis would give us a rich picture of the dynamics of institutional in-

novation in a contested field like quantified cyber security. It would shine light on the

challenges and opportunities faced by institutional entrepreneurs who are trying to accel-

erate innovation in particular directions. As illustrated in this chapter, computationally

modeling can complement other methods of analysis and can make unique contributions

to research.
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